FRMK
Exhibition and Sale: Frémok, Play with us
March 21st to April 15th 2012

For more than twenty years, FRMK Editions has been opening virgin
territories for comics, an artform to young, barely a century, to
become fixed. Dedicated to all the Arts of Comics, Galerie Champaka
presents the works of 9 of their leading artists.
FRMK (Frémok)
Flagship of Belgian artistic production, FRMK brings together atypical authors, from
the four corners of Europe. Considering comics as a gateway to the most innovative
graphic experiments. From the considered transgression of the usual codes arise
particular stories oscillating between narrative and the visual arts. Some books give
birth to a “poetry of comics”. The tools of these authors are quite unconventional
in comics: etching, monotype, painting in oil, acrylic or blood, ballpoint pen, the
formats could not be more varied. Resolutely modern and avant-garde, this editor
has no equivalent elsewhere.

9 artists
ATAK (Germany)
Atak is a figure who has emerged from the German underground, and enjoys moving back
and forth between comics and illustration, painting and sculpture, never ceasing to enrich his
iconoclastic world by inviting icons of popular culture, improbable characters or figures of fine
art. His language flirts as much with painting as with Art Brut.
• Latest book: “Pierre-Crignasse”

Olivier DEPREZ (Belgium)
Noted for his adaptation in woodcuts of “Castle” by Franz Kafka in 2003, Olivier Deprez builds
a black world structured by black ink and wood fibre. With his project BlackBookBlack (in
collaboration with Miles O’Shea), he becomes the operator of the dark. He engraves and prints
images which question the places surveyed. Here, between painting and engraving, Olivier
Deprez pursues his graphic meditations.
• Latest book: “Lenin Kino”

Anke FEUCHTENBERGER (Germany)
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Anke Feuchtenberger is developing a deep and disturbing world in which she questions the
figures of femininity. Her honed drawings, in charcoal and eraser, make us tumble into the
abyss. Often imitated by a more facile younger group, Anke Feuchtenberger remains one of
the major personalities of contemporary comics.
• Latest book : “La Putain P jette le gant”

Vincent FORTEMPS (Belgium)
From his book “Cimes” in 1997 to “Par les sillons” (Fernand Baudin Prize for the finest Belgian
book in 2010), the fame of Vincent Fortemps has continued to grow. He surprises with his use
of organic and archaic techniques, from lithographic crayon to grisaille on stained glass. You
get lost in his silent stories with their mute landscapes, where ancient dramas are played out
and repeated. Today Vincent Fortemps is preparing an important installation for the Theatre
Garonne (National Stage, Toulouse).
Vincent Fortemps is represented by the Meessen De Clercq gallery.
• Latest book : “Par les sillons”

Dominique GOBLET (Belgium)
A new ambassador of Belgian comics, Dominique Goblet never ceases to undermine and
reinvent her medium. Placing the story at the centre of her visual approach, she questions
time, childhood, her own story, love as well as fear. She summons the lurking predator and
invites us to lose ourselves in his night with him.
• Latest book : “Les hommes-loups”

Eric LAMBÉ (Belgium)
Nominated in the official selection of this year’s Angoulême International Comics Festival
International for “Joue avec moi”, a small but thrilling book, Eric Lambé invites us to play with
him. In a world where objects are as much endowed with life as melancholy, matches invite us,
no doubt, to strike them. A brightly decorated bus will come by to take us off for a memorable
trip.
• Latest book : “Joue avec moi”

Michaël MATTHYS (Belgium)
After an initial year spent entirely in engravings and acids in the Cockerill furnaces (“Moloch”
2003), Michaël Matthys continues to pace the red city of Charleroi. With this book made
entirely of beef blood, Michaël Matthys forces us to plunge into its squalid streets, under
bridges and in apartments oozing with violence and the worst expectations.
Michaël Matthys is represented by Galerie Jacques Cerami.
• Latest book: “Je suis un ange aussi”

Marko TURUNEN (Finland)
From Lahti, a small town in Finland, Marko Turunen presents “Intrus et A-Raparegar”, a couple
in thier mutant daily life: he is a little alien with a hollowed skull, she is super-heroine of
masked beauty. In fact, these are the alter-ego of Marko Turunen and his companion, here in
fact used in an autobiography, even if one meets cowboys collectors of Pokemon, or a couple
of peanuts - retired neighbors of our heroes. But beware, this reality may be more dramatic
than it seems.
• Latest book : “Ovnis à Lahti”

Thierry VAN HASSELT (Belgium)
Noticed thanks to “Gloria Lopez” (2000), a tragic story where the thick black ink of the
monotype seemed to engulf the story in squalid proceedings, Thierry Van Hasselt has continued
his experiments in ink and on the body in “Brutalis”, the opportunity for a collaboration with
choreographer Karine Ponties. His latest book, “The Stolen Images”, continues his approach
to the body. Today Thierry Van Hasselt is practising oil painting out of which he hopes to create
comics.
• Latest book : « Les images volées »

